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Oh, how I love Colin’s peppermint crunch. Though admittedly sweet, the combination of
peppermint, chocolate and crispy crunch, is an irresistible taste sensation. The opportunity
to savour this delicacy alone, is a worthwhile reason to frequent The Beech Café and the
slightly less interesting woodland that surrounds it.
So to the hash. Everybody’s favourite Uncle laid a very adventurous and enjoyable route
through the gloom of the evergreen trails. Due to the number of trees, many of our dog
loving hashing community brought along their canine friends. It was nice to see a car park
full of such excitable doggers and they should be commended for their open engagement
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in such activity. Keeping fit is an important health and well-being pursuit and we should not
judge the varied and unusual methods which some choose to satisfy their exercise needs.
Certainly, Ruby, a bearded girl dog (unusual in itself) discovered an insatiable thirst for
cheap flour. Supping on a pint of Stella in the Café afterwards, she’d clearly enjoyed the
search for dust and was silently barking her approval.
It was an evening of firsts. Sausage Pincher, feeling a little full of herself with her new hash
name, forgot herself, and went all out to win the ‘race’. Though she did indeed win, she did
cut out ¾ of the hash and was therefore, in truth, a dirty cheat.
Always adaptable, Cannon Fodder demonstrated yet another facet to his wide range of
entertainment skills. Endeavouring to be down with the youth, he’d spied Two by Towe
and his young pal, Jack. Thus, and with great enthusiasm, he embarked on a Pokemon
Go tutorial, describing his success in tracking the whereabouts of these virtual beings
whilst out on the hash. Two by Towe and Jack, meanwhile, combined listening attentively
(sort of), with satisfying their unhealthy coke habit. Kids, eh?
It is at this point, and given that I am a proud father, that I should mention two of my
favourite things. Firstly, my son, Two by Towe (Noah) and Tamar Trails Parkrun. Noah and
I have been engaging in Parkrun for 3 years now (I’m assuming you all know what it is, but
just in case: http://www.parkrun.org.uk/tamartrails/ ) and last week was a momentous
occasion as Noah completed his 100th run in a personal best time of 23:43. Parkrun is a
brilliant concept and I recommend it to anyone, particularly Tamar Trails. It’s every
Saturday at 9 and is already frequented by a good few from the TVH3 community.
However, if you’ve not given it a go, it would be great to see a few new hashing faces.
On this theme, and given their familiarity with the TT Parkrun, Windy, Racy and Well Laid,
deviated from the hash and completed their own 5k run around the woodland course.
Sadly, Uncle had not foreseen this eventuality and had failed to supply a bar code
scanner!
Rather than elaborate on other pieces of news, I thought it would be slightly more
interesting and thought provoking to provide some simple headlines:
Virgin hasher, Jack, enthuses about his first hash, “It was good!”
Café host, Colin, enthuses about catering for his first hash, “No comment”
Hash hare, Uncle, enthuses about setting the hash, “I enjoyed laying it”
Master Saddler, Glanny, Showcases Homemade Leather Mug
and finally…
Hash Shock as Stopcock Shoots off Early
On on…
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